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ABS.1RACT
This paper reviews the behavior of shipping
freight rate by using the freight index as an proxy
variable. A proxy variable is the one that is a
substitute to the inte~ded one because it is difficult
to obtain. It was found that a seasonal pattern in the
freigbt rate exists, but no specific estimated pattern
o~ the seasonal variation was found. Genera~ly, tramp
freight rates rise above average level from February or
March to June or July, and from September or October to
December or January. The tanker freight rate. whic~
differs from the tramp freight rate, has only one peak
season; it rises above its average from September or
october, reaches its peak in December, then falls below
average in January or February until reaching its troug~
in April. Interestingly, when the tramp freig~t rate
rises above its average, from February or March to June
or July, the tanksr freight rate falls below its
average. This mig.ht suggest that the oIWners of OBOs
( Dre/Bulk/oil Carriers ) may take advantage of this
phenomenon by Siwitching their v.essels bEtween the two
markets during that period.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL ~NFOBMATION
Sh iQ.2.lJt~L~~ r k e t
The shipping mar.ket can be classified roughly in.to
two cat€gories : dry cargo tonnage, and tan~er tonnage
( or wet tonnag€ ). Dry cargo tonnage in shipping
consis~s of carrying capacity of general cargo vessels
and dry .b u Lk carriers. .Tanker tonn ag.e is mostly
composed of tan~ers and liquid chemical carriers.
Generally each type of vessels tends to have its own
trading routes and cargoes. But Me can classify vessels
by .f u nc t i on into four dif£erent segments: a) ~ liner
cargo market, b). industrial carrier market, c). oil
tanker market, and d). tramp marke~.
Liner Mar ket
Most oz the vessels in the liner market are
general cargo vessels and container vessels, with a
small fraction of specially designed vessels for
carrying specific cargoes, for exampl€, wine, fruits,
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and meat. special purpose-built vessels are sometimes
referred to as neo-bulk sbips. Vessels in the liner
market are operated.by liner companies.• Most liner
companies enter liner conferencBs in their trade routes
in order to regulate competiticn among themselves, and
to discourag£ competition from non-conference liners
( Be n na t ha.n , 1972, p., .93 ). Liner coap an Las , or liners,
o£f~r repetitive sailings and schedules in predesignated
routes. Sailing schedules are relative1y freguent and
reliable, and freigh~ rates are relatively stable.
Liners tend to have their o~n marke~, serving shippers
who desire freguent shipments of comparatively small
loads, generally less than one-ship load. Cargoes
shipped via liners ten d to be high-valued cargoes, for
.example, man ufa.c t uz.ed good s and machinery.
Because o£ the structure and prac~ices the of
liner conference syst.em, liners have some degree of
marketing power to control the liner£reigh:t r ac e , They
tend to keep their rates s~ablB over time ~ith ~ittle
regards ~o the Short-run conditions of d~mand a~d supply
in the shipping market but reflect the average
conditions of the market ( Bennathan, 1972, p• .98 ).
Thus, fluctuations in freig~t rates are very mild and do
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not fQllo~ any specific pattern. Additiona~ly, even
though some liners Mould like to set their raLES
according to market conditions, the ratE structure nas
to te set by conference as a collective action.
Generally, independent action is not permitted in
conference system, and members who violate the rules can
be ex pe.Ll.ed from .t he conferences.• But .t he us. Shi pping
Act of 1984 allo.ws independent action, providing thad:
the conference is notified ~efore t~e action taken.
Conflicd:s among members and a substantial n~gotiating
process produces a time lag before any agreement ~an be
reached, hence the r~sulting rate hardly reflects
conditions prevailing in the market at a specific period
of time.
~ndustrial Market
For the purpose of this study, .tne industrial
carrier market is defined as ~hose vessels operating
exclusiv~ly for large industrial organizations ( Kenda~l
1983, p. 390 )_ ~t might ~e owned by those firms them-
selves or chartered in by long-term time contracts for
longer than a thr~e month period.
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Indusrtial carriers are composed of both dry
tonnage, such as ore and cement carrier~, and tanker
tonnage such as ligu~d chemical carriers. Non-oil
carriers tend to be specially design~d vessels built to
carry specific kinds of cargo. s pec La.I de s i qn s result
and are attributable to -ec o nou i.e s of scale .which is
provided by t.h.e carriage of goods in ship load 10.1:s.
These vessels tend to serve industrial firms who need to
transport special kinds of input materia~s and/or who
produce special kinds of output car~oe~_
Since specially designed vess~ls require
relativ€ly ~igh initial investment and skilled operating
manpower, their fixed costs and operating costs are very
high. Specialized vessels also need special herthing
facilities in order to gain maximum economy of operating
scale. This reguirement ~ends to res~rict these vessels
to the routes w~ich ca~ provide them wi~h special
facilities. In order to gain flexibility, some ves~els
are equipped with onboard loading gears,. But si.nce the
installment c ost s are very high and costly to op er a t e ,
they are not very popular.. .Installing gears aboard ship
will res~rict t~e utilization of the g~ar and i±s
average operating costs ,wi l l go up. Th us, operators
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pr.e re r installing them at berths to incr.ease .t he i.r
utilization rate and lo~€r the operating costs. To
attain long-term profits, t~e market for these ~essels
should b.e secured for a long period of time. It is a
common practice that shipowners will try to have their
vessels chartered on a very long-term ba~is. In this
caSE, the freight rate no longer reflects shcrt run
market conditic~s, but rather the long-term prospects of
ma r k.et conditions.
In the case of v.essels owned by industrial firms,
the freight rates used by these firms will not reflect
the conditions in the market, but rather the accounting
or transfer-pricing prac±ices of tbose organi2ations
( UNCTAD, 1981, p , 13 j , Transfer-pricing is a kind of
accounting practice through ~hicli a big corperation can
transfer some of its profits generated by its
s ub s i.da.rLes to other sub su da.rLes so that it . can can
minimize its .t o t al tax payme.nts. For e xa a pLe , suppose A
and S ar.e subsidaries of the same cOIporation, and A has
to use S's shipping ae r vi.cea., S mig:ht q uc t e its freig.ht
rate so llig.h that A will have littl.e profits l€.ft and it
5
will then pay very little taxes. Or B might guo.t.e
freight rates so 10M that itself can barely generate any
pro.fits a .nd hence pay little taxes.
Oil Tan~er Market
Oil companies have b~€n known .to utilize both their
own tankers and chartered t ank.er s to satisfy t on n a q.e
n·eeds ( Zannetos, 1966, p, 3 j , They calculate tonnag.e
needed on an extended basis, and fill tbe gap in
shortages by using long-.term time chartered t an.kar s .,
Freig~t rates applied in long-term time charter contract
will hardly respond to changes in short-term market
conditions, but they do reflect the aa r .ke t conditions at
time of the agreements, toget.her with expectations of
the trend over the time of the agreements.
Since the tankers owned by oil co apan Le s do not
enter in~o this mark€t for any transactions, freight
rat~s used by oil companies for accounting purposes do
not reflect conditions prevailing in the market at that
time, but rather their accounting and transfer-pricing
practices~ If an oil company wants .to calculate its own
real freignt rate for any economic analysis, then it has
.to refer to the freight rate determined by market forces.
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Only when the t.o.n.na qe is engaged in short-term
trade ( less than a three months contract ) does its
freight rate reflect both sbort-term market conditipns
and seasonal fluctuations~ Only then can sFot-market
freight rates be regarded as an appropriate indicat~on
of demand and supply condi~ons prevailing in th~ market
at that time.~ 1he spot-market price of any commoditiy is
the price of t~at commodity both the buyer and the
seLler agree upon and there is actual transfer of the
commodity at the time~ The future market price is the
price agreed, tux there is no actual transfer of that
commodity at the time, just an agreeme.nt to transfer it
in a specific time in the future.
namE Market
Tramps are vessels engaged in trading ~ith
irregular schedules and mostly Han-repetitive routes
( Kendall, 1983, p,~ 5) ~ They do n.ot have regular
,employment except those employed thr.oug..h long-term time
c.har t er hires.• Actually, all vessels not engaging in
liner trades can be called tramps. But, since we have
alread y classi.fied s.ome of tJhem as ves se.Ls employed in
the industrial carrier marke~ and oil ~aDker market,
7
vessels operating in tbe tramp market, as defined in
this paper, will not be included in previous
classifica t i.o.n ., Tramps defined as such are general dry
cargo vessels employed through char~er contracts.
A voyage charter, ar trip cbarter, is a contrac~
that a cbaterer fixes a vessel from her OMner on voyage
basis, either through a single voyage ox repetitive
voyage contracts. (Packard, 1980, p_ 9 ) '. A time
char t e r is a contract. in which a c har t e r -er .h.i r e s a
vessel from her owner on time period basis, either a
short-term contract or long-term contract ( Packard,
1980, p.• 10 ) '. Only '!those freig.ht rates derived from
short-term time c~arter contracts and voyag~ c~arter
contracts indicate demand and supply ccnditions and
seasonal fac.tors prevailing in the aar .ke t at that time ..
Rates in long-term contracts contain not. only the
inf~uences of market conditions at the £peci£ic time,
but also expectation on the long-term tI€nd of the
market ~egardless of fluctuations dUE j:o seasonal
factors.
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CHAPTER TWO
DEMAND, SUPPLY AND DETERMINATICN OF
SHIPP~NG FBEIGHT RATE
Th€ shipping freight rate, like any ot~er
commodity, is determined by market forces : demand and
supply. Dema~d a~d supply of shipping service can bE
measured in term o£ ton-mile of cargo tIansported per
time period ( M€±axas, 1970 p. 13 ). The ton-mile is the
product of tonnage carried ty vessels multiplied by
distance .to be ca r r Led ,
Demand For Shi~ing Service
Demand for shipping is the total guantity of
ton-miles wanted by shippers to send ~€ir cargoes
across ocean space a± a specific time. It is a d~rived
d.emand £rom .the demand for final products and ra .w
ma te rials trans£.ered acr ass the ocean sp ace ( Er anc.h,
1S83, p. 1 ) Changes in freight rates do not fully
impact the prices of t~ese products, as the
transporxation cos~s are only a fraction of the total
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costs of most products. Sometimes the total costs of
shipping may a ppr o a ch 50 p.er c en t of .t he final price of a
commodity especially tbe commodity with low unit values
per weight. Hence changes i.n freig.bt rates d.o not
aff~ct demand for shipping directly, but via demand for
those products. Taking an extreme case, sUPFose that
transpor~ cost is abou± 50 percent cf the price of the
product at its destination. An increaSE of 10 perce.nt
of the tra.nsFort costs will not raise tbe cost of t.ha~
cargo up to 10 p.ercent, but Lather 5 pezce n t .• 1:y the
above reasoning, changes in the freigbt rate do no±
significa..ntly affect t.h.e d.ema.nd for shipping sErvicE
over a very short period of time. The factors that
affect the demand for shipping are :
a). Population -- as population increaSES, demand
for goods and services also increases.
Incr~as~s in th~ dEmand for goods will
inevi~ably raise the demand for t.ransporta~ion,
hence t.he demand fOL shipping service Mill
increase.•
b) .• Income lev-els - .... it is kno.wn that c ons uap t Lcn
levels vary directly with Lnco ae Le ve L, c.ha.nq e s
in income level will affect demand for goods
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and ser v Lc es , a.nd hence t.h.e demand for s h i.p pi.nq
service is also affected.
c). Relative pric~s of goods betwE~n geograpbical
areas -- population and income de±ermin~ t~e
demand for goods in general, ~ut relative
prices .will d.e t e r mi.n e the distributio.n of this
demand betw.een domest.ic goods and foreign
goods.
d). Relativ.e cost.s between each mede of
transportation .ro a d , train, pipeline, and
air transport ar~ comp~titive to maritime
transportation~ other things being egual, ~e
c he ape.r .transportation mod.e liill act:tract
traffic from the more expe.nsivE ones. So lower
freight ra±es will iDcreas~ ±h~ demand for
shipping, while higher freight rates will
decrease t~e demand for shipping.
e). Seaonality £actor -- demand for some products
are very seasonal Frankel, 1982, ~. 2.9 ). For
exampl~, demand for oil and coal for ~ea±ing
increases drastically during the winter timE.
Supply of some products are also seasonal,
especially primary agricultural products whic~
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have their ow..n h a r v.es t i.n q tim.e.. Demand z o r
shipping will rise as shippers want to
transport t~ose products from onB place to
another during their seasonal ~eaks.
f). Random factor -- unexpected events can also
affect demand for shipping. For ~xample, major
wars, major crop failures, major disaters will
increase demand for bottoms ~o transport foods
and supplies to those areas.
~¥J212.1L.QL_~llJ2i D~er vice
In the shipping industry, a vessel can ~e regarded
as a unit of production by its own vir±ure. It bas its
own operating scheme, routes, and schedules~ ~ts mas±er,
li..k€ a manager, will d aci.d-e day-.to-day operations
(Zennetos, 1966, p.182 ),. Thus, on the supply side, a
ves s .e.l is r e qar d.ed as the very basic u n Lt of opera tion.•
Since vessels take time to .be buil±, an increase in the
number of vessels occurs only ov.er a long-±erm period,
as the result of the introduction of new tonnage. In the
short-run period, any change in ton-miles generat.ed can
~e influenced by the following factors :
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a). utilization rates of vessels_ Uti~i2ation
rate is d2fined as th~ percentagE of time a
vess€l sp€nds carrying cargo. As freigbt rates
get higher, ship operators will minimi~e the
time of in ballas~ sailings as much as
possitle, in order that they can carry more
caIgoes and thus earn more revenueS4 As t~e
market becomes id~e, ship operators ~ill not te
v.ery eager to maximize their utilization rate,
and ship's turnaround time is ~ot as critical
to the operators as it is wben the mar~et is
v,ery active.
b). The availability of vessel in the market.
( Metaxas, 1971, p.• 70 ). Avai~a.l:ility of vessel
can be classified as :
1,• .the active su p pLy : .wJlic h is composed
of all the vessels that are in trading
d uring that time4
2. available supply : wbicb is ~l
productive units in the market that are
not in trading at that time, becaus€ of
market conditions ( laid-up tonnage
or undEr repair ( dry decking ), or
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because t~ey are detai~€d by conges~ion
at por~ or ~y bad Meather. 1hese soon
productive units will ~e able ~o enter
into the market withi~ a short notice.
3.• total supply: which c c ns c i t ut e s t.he
acttive and available supply, and can be
regarded as fixed in the short-run.
4.• po be n t i.a L supply : which is those
vessels und.er constructio.n that are t.o
be delivered in the not too far future.
c) .• Technology. Ne\il technology will increase the
productivity of vessels. Bigger, faster, and
more energy efficient vessels are replacing
existing old tonnage. So in the long-run, more
ton-miles can be generated by the same number
of vessels.
d) '. Costs of opera tion. Changes in operation cost.s
will c.h an q-e the amount of tieig.ht revenues
r~guired by the operator, and affect t~e supply
cf tonnage offer.edinto .t h e mar.ket. Higher
freight rates means that the ofera tor ~ill need
more freig.ht revenues in order to be tr€ak
even. This ~ill reduce the availablity of
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supply offered in the market at Lhe existing
freight rate, as there will be lESS Dperators
being a h Le to a cce pf t.he existing r a t e , Lower
costs ~ill provide mor~ tonnag~ supplied into
tne market, as more operators can break even at
the existing freight rate.
FactQ~~_!ff§£tin~EiB-~era~ingCosts
operating costs of a vess€l can t€ divided into
fixed costs and variable costs. The variable costs can
further he divided i.nto costs at sea and costs .in po r t.,
F~xed costs are ~he costs thE operators haVE to
pay whether their vessels ar:€ being operated or not.
They are cOillFosed of
a). Financial costs which are the construction cost
of a v.es seL, .toge.ther wi.:th in.:terests paid in
order to acquire loans to J::uild that vessel.
Construction costs vary among the type 9f
vessel built, the type of engin€ installed,
the shipyard, term of loans, and
government sunsLd y,
b)~ Manning costs which are a major component of
operating costs, generally include: wages,
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pensions, vacation pay, nea~tb insurance, sick
leave pay, food, and travel co~ts to join the
vessel and return home for thE crew~
( Frankel, 1982, p, 160 i , Manning costs depend
on the number of crew onboard the vessel and
the nationality of the cre~. Crew from
dBvBlofed countries demand higher wages ±han
cr€w frqm developing c oun t r Le s , (Eranch,
1983, p. 60). ~his also depends on wOLking
rules applied on the creM, for example, crew
fr~m develoFed countries receiv~ over±ime
payments t.h a.t will Lnc r .ea se the manning costs
of vessels using t.b.o se cr e v.,
c). I~surance cQs~s can be divided into two parts:
Hull and Machinery i~suranc€ H & M ), and
Protec±ion and indemnity ( P & I ). H & M is a
policy against damage to the vessel itself, it
is mostly offered by insurance companies. P &
I is issued to cover the cargo and extra risks
not covered .by H & M,. It is o..ffered by .the
shipow~ers' organi2ations and P& I ~lubs, ~hich
are formed especially to h~lp their members
against such risks ( Alderton, 1980, p. 120).
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d). Administration and overhead costs include
agents' fees, cargo and vessel troker
commissions, and other administration related
fees.
e). Terminal costs are incurred becaus€ shippi~g
operations need regular berthing spaces
togetber with facilities to handle cargoes. For
example, liner operators and industrial
carriers migbit ei th.e.r ren t hert.bs and
facilities from the ports cf call or build
their ,o wn berths and f a c i.Li.t Les ., In hoth cases,
there a re associabed costs in vo Lve d ,
Variable costs are very difficult to classify,
w.he-ther they a r e costs at s.ea or costs in por.t, such as
fuel and Ipbrica~io~, maintenance and r€pairs. Thus they
are group~d into categoxies resembling the nature of th€
expenses. X~ey are :
a)~ Port charges and dues~ This can include:
1. docking dues and pilo~ages~
2 .. cargo handling ex pan ae s ; and
3·. o t hes r cos.ts such as agent charges,
watchmen fees, e.tc...
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b}_ Mainte~ance and repair costs. Ths type of
ves se.I and p.ropulsion plan t. its age, the
voyage route and weather conditions Encountered
can influence bo±h maintenance and repair
costs. specially designed vess£~s tend to ~eed
more care and attention, hence t~eir
maintenance and repair costs are higher.
Manning levels also affect maintenance and
repair costs. smaller crews mean that fewer
day-to-day on board maintenance can be pro~erly
done. This deteriorates the sea worthyness of
the v es s.eL very quickly, and increases t.he
amount main~€nance and repair to te performed
as.hore.
c}_ stores and supplies_ They are defined as items
used in daily operations and for example rope
and paint.
d). Fuel and lubrication costs_ T.his is a very
large cost besides initial costs and manning
cos~s ( Branch, 1983, p. 213 }.It d~pends on
lengt.h o£ :the voyage, type of pr cp u.Lsa o n
syst.em, operating speed, andweat~er
condi±ions. Four types of prDpulsion system
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used on vEssels nowadays. T~ey are : steam
engines, gas turbin~ engines, diesel motor
engines, and nuclear propulsicn (Ald~rton,
1980, p. 57 ). DiesEl motor engines arE the
mos± popular since th~y arE cheaper to build,
o p.ar at.e , and maintain. Diesel Engines compose
about 70 percent of t .he marine .e n q.i.ne no..... adays
Branch, 1983, p. 12).
~ost operators do not used diesel oil to
feed diesel engines. This is ~ecause di€s~ oil
is more expensive t.ha,n other a Lt.er nac i v e of
fuel oiL Fuel oil is left-over oil after the
dis1l:.illatio.n of crude oil. It is a t..hick
viscous oil that contains sulphur,sodium, and
vanadium~ These substances are harmful to the
engine, but fuel oil is comparatively
cnea p., After pre.he a ting, addin g some addit i VES,
and cleaning, i .t can .be used as an .en er gy
source of the marine d.i.e s.e L engines. One can
also ~lend oil with diesel oil to get the
specif~cations, mostly the viscousity, required
by the .ell gine~. This ,t ype of .bLend.ed oil is
called in±srmediate oil ( Alderton, ~980, p~ 62) .
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CHAPTER THREE
SEASONAL FLUC~UATION, AND rEMAND AND SUPPLY
From economic theory, changes in price ~evels
occur when there are cbang€s in either demand or supply,
or both. Fluctuations in freight £ates can also be
~raced out as the results of changes in either d€mand or
tbe supply_ The main purpose o£ this pafer is to attempt
to d.efine the seasonal pa ttern of these c.aa nqe s.,
From an a~nual a~alysis point of vie., population
a~d income levels can be regard~d as s~able wit~~ut
significant di.s t o r t.Lo.n to tie anaLy s i s., Relative
freigbt rates might change during one year time span,
but because tb~ dema~d for shipping is relatively
insensitive to chang~s in freight rates ( Bennathan,
1972, p_ 96 ), such changes will affect demand very
little. Relative prices of goods may fluctuate within a
give~ year. If it there is no major world crisis, such
as drastic changes in oil prices, or tremendous
fluctuation in .exchange rates, or crisis in th~ world
financial aa r kec , Q.IlIS can s afaLy say that the r-.elative
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prices Mill not significantly affec~ demand for shipping
within given year. Fur~ermore, world crises rarely
happen, and if t~ey bappen, tbeir distritutions are
random. SO M~ can placs them into a ca~egory resewtling
the randcm factors. By doing so, there are only ~wo
factors t~at cause the demand for shipping to fluctuate
during a one year time span, seasonal factors and random
factors.
B.eca use n-ev ve ssels take ~ime to .l:; uild, the
availabilty of vessels within a year time period ca~ be
regarded as stable. J:n ven .t.i.o n and innovation of new
technology also ±ake time to b~ reali~ed, thus
tec~nology can t~ taken as given within an annual
period. UtilLzation Iates of ~xist~ng flEets may vary
accQrding to cha~ges in market freight rates~ EU~ each
vessel should retain its oFtimum opera~ing speed in
czd.e.r to maintain minimum .fuel consumption rates.
Slight increases in operating speed wi~l LDcrease fuel
consumption tremendously. !herefore, vessel operators
have very small margins in varying sp.eed of their
vessels, and the total impacts on the supply of shipping
are not very impressiv,e. The only factor that mig..ht
affect changes in shipping supply is c os.t,
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Financial costs of a vessel are fixed since they
were already determined when the vessel was tuilt.
Insurance costs. administration costs, and terminal
costs can also he regard~d as stabl~ wiLbin an annual
period. PerL chaLges and dues, main±enance and rcpa~rs,
together with store and supply costs will not cbange
significantly over a year time period. Another major
cost, manning cost, is very sta±le since most crew
employment contracts. like other employment contrac±s,
are fixed on an annual basis. The only cost tba~ mig~t
significantly af~ect operating costs is fuel cost~ This
is because it is a major proportio~ cf c~erating costs~
According to Ue above reasonings, one can assume
that, Mithin a given year, only seasonal fac~ors and
random factors on the demand side, and t.he .fuel cost on
the supply side cause changes in the freight rate~ The
pro~lem here is that one really does not kn~ which one
is responsi.bl-e for changes in the freigllt ra .tes, and to
what degree. If .bo.t h sides are changing all tb.e time,
the initial effect caused by one factor might te
reinforced ox cancelled by c~anges caused by ±h€ ot~er
factor. This makes t.he Ld.en t LfLca t Lon of the cause very
difficult_ For example, if demand increases while
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supply de c rea ses , t he freight rate 'will Lncre a s e
drastically. Eut if demand increases together ~ith
supply, t~e freight rabe will ~ncrease very lit~le if
d.emand increases r.e.La z i.veLy higher than supply.• On the
other hand, the freigh t rate will .be sd:a.ble if .bo t h
offset each other~ or t~e freig~t rate will even d-ecline
if supply Lnccea se s more rapidly t.n an d.ea a.nd.•
Th.e freigbt rate prevailing in the market is the
final product of th.e interaction hetw.ee.n d.enan d and
supply and may ~e used to represent ~e eguilitrium
freight rate at a specific time. If the eguilibrium
freight rate does .ha ve a s.e a s on a L pa t t.e r n , it .i a p.l i.e s
that d-emand and supply also have a seasonal pattern.
Two factor susFected of causing the seasonal pattern are
seasonal factors and fuel cos~. Random 1acotrs will not·
cause any recognized pattern and the fluctuations caused
by it will s1:.atistically ave.rage out in the Lon q-er u,n.•
If on.e can find a way to eliminate the e1fects caused by
the random factors, then one will be a~le to examine
whether there is any sea so.a a.L patterns in .th e d-emand and
the supply of shipping. The intention of this paper is
to ascertain wb~Lh€r tbere aIe any seascDal Fatterns in
such fluctuaticns.
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CH APT Eli rcu R
HYPOTHESES AND TEST~NG METHODOLOGY
l!.Y.J2.Q thes e s
There arE t~o ~ypotheses to be tested in this
paper
1. 1here is a s€asonal pattern in the
freig.h t rate.
II. The seasonal patt~rn in tb~ freight rate
remains sta£le over time.
To test the above two hypotheses, a Seasonal ~ndex
was utilized ( see Appendix ~ for details ). 1he
seasonal Index ( 51 ) transforms the fr€ight rate int9
an index, which when compared on a month by month basis
can discribe whetber or not there is a seasonal pattern
in the freight rate.
In ordEr to test whether the seascnal index is
statistical significa.n<t, a s:tatistical procedure c a Lle d
the Goodness of Fit Test will be utilized ( see Appendi~
II for details) '.. Goodness of Pi t T<est ( GOP) is a
procedure of comparing a nypotbetical distribution of
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data to the emfirically observed ones. 1f the
hypothetical ones comply with the otserv~d ones, ~~en
the hypothesis can he accepted.
The montnly freight index was used to construct t~e
SI, inst~ad of usi~g the freight rat~ itself. A
determination of individual freight rates is very
complex. Freigbt rates vary from v~ssel to a vessel,
depending on type" age, si.ze, e.ngine, fuel consumption,
flag of registration, place of delivery, etc •• T.bus, it
ca un.ot be used to represen t the general freight rate
without great considerations. On the other hand, the
freight index is constructed from several f~eig~± rates
arid will reflect the general .c o ndLt Lon s cf ~he market.
Two markets ~ere studied in this paper, the tramp
market and t.he tallker aa rke t., ~wo freig.bt indices from
the tramp market were used • .The first o.ne was tie voyage
charter freight index, the se.con d was tbe time cha rze r
freight index.• .In the t an ke r aa r kez , four indices were
used_ The first was the index of ULCCs and VLCCs ( Ultra
Large Crude Carriers ~d Very Large Crude Carriers ),
tan~€rs that are bigger than 150000 deadweight tons
dwt ). ~~ second was the index of medium size crude
carriers, 60,000 dwt to 150,000 dwt_ The third was of
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small crude and products carriers, 30,000 dwt to 60.DOO
dwt. The ~ast was the index of handy size crude
. carriers, tankers which are smaller tha~ 30~OOO dwt .• All
indices ~ere collected from the ~Q±~l~]~~ing
Ne,w.§. Tramp market da.ta were collected from 1.971 to
1983, wh~le the tanker market was from 1974 to 1983.
The 51 calculated from ~hose data ar~ presented in
App€:ndix .III.
Testin~and Results
Hypothesis I there is a s~asonal pat~ern in
the freight rate~
Because the statistical procedUIe does not allow
for the testing o£ the first bypothesis directly SEe
Appendix I ), t~e empirical testing ~ypc±hesis was
altered to be :
II Th.ere is no seasonal pat"t.ern in th-e freight r a t e;
If a seasonal pat"t.ern does not exist, then ±here
should be no seasonal fluctuation in f~eig~t rates
within an annu~ period, and the th€ monthly freight
ra"±e should be tie sa me t.h r ouqh out the year.. If .the
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If
above is correct, then the mean of the freig~t indEx can
be used to represent the frei~ht index through ~ut the
year. Tilius, the tes.ting ~ull hypothesis is
Ho : .1.. = .I.
I) J
and the alternativ~ ~Yfothesis is
Ha : I·· -:;: I·
IJ J
where I is the actual freigb~ ind~x of month i in
t.h.e year j.
I is thE mean of freigbt index in year jq
Results of the Goodness of Fit ~ere as follows
with 95 percent conf~d~nce )_
A)_ The tramp market.
1. voyage charterw
Chi-square = 275_100 d.f. = 137
2. time -cb arce r ,
Chi-square = 73_226 d.f. = 137
B). The tanker ua rke t.,
1. ULC.C s VLCC.
Chi-square = 224,.473 d. f .. = 101
2. medium si.ze crude carriers.
Chi-square = 334.403 d.•f .. = 101
3. small size crude carriers.•
Chi-square = 579.687 d. f .. = 101
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4. handy size crude carriers.
Chi-sguare = 682.003 d.f_ = 101
At significant level = .95, the values of the
Chi-square are approximately :
12 4. 4 7 1 a t d. f. = 1 3 7
124.342 at d .s f , = 101
As all the Chi-squarE values derived from the
calculation wer-€ higller tha D the standard Chi-sq uare
values, the null hypo±hesis that there is no seasonal
patt.ern in the tramp freight rate and in the tanker
freigbt rate was rejected. T~us, we have to accept the
alterna~ive bypothesis tbat there is a seasonal ~attern
in the freig.ht ra t.es in ho t.h marked:".
Hypothesis .II The seasonal pattern in the
freigh t rate is stable 0 ve r ti me.
Contrary to t~e first hypothesis, this hy~othesis
can be dir.ectly t e st.ed., The conceptual .hyp o t.hes Ls
.i ap Li.e s that, assuming there is a stable pattern in the
freight rate, w~ can find a specific value that can
reflect the monthly variations of the freight rate.
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Ho
Hence, a statistic called Typical Seasonal Index, 1SI,
can .be used in t .he .t e s t i ng 0.£ this bypot.besis ( see
Appendix I far the TSI ). TSI is an index representing
the variation in a respective month oVer t~e wbole
period of time; there are 12 values of TSI representing
the 12 months o~ the yeaI. If the hypot~£sis is true, i±
aea ns that :the expected freight index of a specific
month in a specific yeaI should not be statistically
different f r o n the actual f.r e .i q.bt index of that month.
The expected freight index o£ a specific monLh ~as
deriv€d ty multiplying the annual average of the fIeignt
Ln d-ex with the TSI·. The empirical test.ing null
hypothesis lWas :
E.. = I ·,
1J 1J
and the alternative ~ypotbesis is :
Ha : ~j = .Iij
wh€re E is the expected fIeight rate of the month i
in the year j.
I is tbe actual freight rate of ±he month i
in the year j.
Testing nall hypothesis reveals that ±~e freig~~
indEX was dis:tribu±ed according to afu..nctiona~ form
that had the 12 proposed TSIs as its parameters.
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Acceptance of this .n u.L l, hypothesis means that the
freight i~dex was distributed as proposed. Henc~, t1ere
was a stable pattern in the freigbt rat~. Rejection of
the null hypothesis means that the £reight index was not
distributed as proposed. Hence, the TSls used did not
represent represent Lhe ~eal parameters; not that a
sta~le pattern does not exist, rather t~at ~e failed to
identif y it.
Results of the Goodness of Fit we.re as fo..llo .ws :
A) • The tramp market:.
l. voyag.e charter.
ehi-sguare = 260.042 d. f. = 126
2. time c.harter.
Chi-square ::; 654.032 a, f. = 126
B) • The tanker market.•
1. ULec s VLCC.
Chi-sguaJ;e = 215,.169 d_f_ = 89
2. medi um si.ze crude carriers.
Chi-sg-uare = 292..305 d., f. = 89
3. small size crude carriers.•
Chi-square = 453.654 d.• f. = 89
4. handy size crude carriers.•
Chi-square = 560.919 d. f .• = 89
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A~ significance level = .95, the values of
Chi-sq uare are approximat.ely as :
124 .. 342 at d.f. = 12~
113.145 at d.f. = 89
Again, all the calculated Chi-s~uare exceeded ~hose
of sta nda rd Lzed Chi-s.g ua r.e , .hence t.he second hy po±.hesis
that the freig.ht index was distributed according to the
calculated TSI ~as rejected. And we had ~o accept the
a Lt.e r na t Lv e hypothesis that ;the freight rate was not
distributed according to the XSls used~
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.cHAPTER .FIVE
ANALY 5.15
The Chi-square test showed that theLe was a
seasonal I:attern in t.he freig.ht rate, but thE 51 dEriv.ed
from the data was rejected. The rejec±ion of t.hE sEcond
hypothesis does not mean that a stable seasonal I:attern
did not exist. Car.eful inte.rpretation of t.a e result
implies two possibilities.
First, it might b~ the case that bct.h markets were
so dynamic that a stable pattern did exis~. It might
have occurred either .because of rapid changes in .th€
markets, or because ~f the complexity i~ freight rate
determina tiona
Second, a stable seasonal pattern did exist, but
the pattern was different from the cne froposed. In thE
GO~ it was proposed t~at the distributicn of freight
rate was subject2d ~o '~e twelve calcula.ted Typical
seasonal Indices ( TSI see Appendix I j, T.hose
indices, in t.his cas€, were es±imated values of the real
seasonal parameters which were unkno.wn.• If t.h es e
estimated values were biased, not reXlecting the real
valu~s of the tLue parameters, ~€n the Expected freig~t
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indices ~ere also biased; He~ce, the nuLl ~ypotbesis ~as
rejected. T.he null .hypothesis in t.h .e GOF was that the
data were distributed in a specified form, or were
su b j .ect to set of para met .er s , The re jec tion of the null
hypothesis suggests only tbat the data were not
dis~ributed according to ~he form sp~cified. In this
cas~, not according to the TSI that ~as used. But since
,
one did not ~now t~e exact values of ±he real seascnal
parameters and bad to uss tbe estimated values ins~ead,
the r€jection of the null hypothesis only means that ~he
TSI were tad estimators of the real parameters. The
source of bias came from either two of ihe following, or
bot.h , It cou.Ld be that the TSI was not a good es.timator
of the real seasonal parame~er because of its ow~
nature, the way w~ computed it. Or it migbt have
r .esul.ted since the.time span used in this pa pe r was too
long, 10 years in the tanker market and 13 years in ~e
tramp ma.r.ket. There was a great possibili±.y that some
major st.ructural changes might .have ccc ure d during ;that
period, for example containerization in the tramp
market I and cha.nges in oil price in t he t anke r a ar.kea., A
rec.ent stud y found tha t there wer.e major s t ru ce u r a L
changes in the determination of tramp freight rates
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because of the oil crisis K. Miyachita, 1984, p_ 66 )_
Since th~ time sfan of this study do~s cover the period
of oil crisis, then the data used may ccntain influe~ces
of major structural changes and this might be an
explanation w~y the TSI calculated from those data _ere
reject e d ,
Though the seasonal hypothesis Mas rejec~ed. a
close examinatio~ of ~he TSI may give us somE useful
informad:.ion of the behavior of the freig.ht rate. The
values of tile TSI ware p Lo t t .ed in Figure I,. Knowing that
the magnitudes o£ the index ~er€ unreliable, attention
was focused on ~e pattern of the TSI, not their values.
with reference to the 100 axis of tb~ TSI as the averagB
level, there were a couple of things wor±h mentioning_
For one thing, ,t h e behavior of time char t .er Ln d.e.x
and voyage charter index were positively correlated to
some degree ( Figure I ). ThE freight indices were above
average twice during the time OI a year, one was between
Fe~ruary or Marc~ to June or July, anot~er was ~e~ween
Sep-ltemher or Octob.ex to December or January.
Second, t~e freight indices of the tanker market
were also positively correlated. Except for the aLCC
indices, the r.emaining three .were highly co.rrelated.
)4
FIGURE I
Pattern' of Seasonal Indices
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There Mas only one peak season in the year, tetw~en
September or October to January or February. A~l three
indices reached their pEa~s in Decem~er and reced~d to
their troughs in April. pro~ably, fuel cil d~ma~d for
heating during the winter months mig~t have been
partially responsible for these fluctuations_
Finally, the tramp freigh± indices and tan~er
freigbt indices behaved oppositely during one time of
the year, from .Fe b r ua r y or March to June or July. Tbis
author failed to identify what caused such a behavior or
what the connection was betwe~n the two. This
interesting phenomenon might be justified by t~e
existence of one type of vessels called OEOs Ore/Bulk
/Oil Carriers ) .. Since this kind of vessel can enter
into either th·e .t r anp market or the tanker mar.ket, their
owners might exploit the a.bove pa t te.r n cf the tanker
market and the tramp market simply by s .witching t he i r
vessels from the tanker market to the tramp market
bet~een February or March to June or July. If this is
th~ case, owners gain some extra income from their
veas eLs,
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.CHAPTER S.IX
CONCLUSION
It has teen found that £reig~t rates of sea-going
vessel ha ve a seasonal pa t tern, but t..his paper failed to
identify whether that pattern ~as s~abl€.
Further work could shorten the tiRe span of the
study in order to minimize the effects of structural
changes t.hat could occur in the na r k.ez , This author
suggests that an appropriate p.er-iod should be between 3
to 5 years.
The behavior of ±he OEes should also be s~udied to
see ~hether they bEbave as suggested in this paper.
However some cautions should also be taken. W.ha t .wa s
implied in ~his paper was that tramp freig.ht rates and
tank€r freight rates ~ehave in oppositicn to each ot.her.
In years with very high demand for tankers, the annual
average ta n.ke r freight rate may he higher, eve n during
the troug.h of its seasonal pattern, than the tramp
freig~t rate during its seasonal peak. If this occurS,
th~ owners of CEOs will not swi~ch their vessels from
the tanker mark£t to the tramp market ~ecause t.hey could
37
still ac~ieve hig~er earnings from the tanker market
tban from th€ tramp maIket, providing t~at the operating
costs ~ere the same in bo~ markets.
)8
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APPENDIX I
THE SEASON~L ~NDEX
There are four components in time series da~a : a
trend, a seasonal variation, a cyclical varia±ion, and
an irregular v a r i.az i.cn .( Mason, 1974, p.. 163 - 171 )_ As
t~eir names suggested, t1e trend compon~nt represents
the .i.nf Lue.nce of tie general trend in t h.e data; the
seasonal variation represents the influence a£ seasonal
fluctuation of the data; cyclical variation is a
func.tion of the business cyc~e; and irregular varia~ion
results from the random factor affecting the data. By
assuming ±..ha.t the above com pc ne.n ts a re muLtiplica ti ve,
the data can be expressed as ( Daniel, 1583, p. 444 ) =
Y = T.S.C.E
where Y is the observation.
T is the trend component.
S is the seasonal variation.
C is 'tlhe cyclical variat.ion.
E is the irregular variation.
By tra.Llsxerring the data into moving av~rag~, the
transformed data consists of only the trend and cyc~ic~
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components ( Mason, 1974, p , 218 ), and it can be
expressed in ~erm of :
My = .r .«
where My is the moving average of Y.
By dividing Y by My, we will ~E left with the data
composed 0 f only t he seasonal varia tion and tie
irregular variation ( Mason, 1.974, p , 218 ) :
Y / My = T.5.C.E / T.C. = S.E
The final product, 5.E, is thus ca~led speci£ic
seasonal i~dex, 551; and if t~e irregulaL compone~t
( E ) is remov€d from the 5SI, then we will have a
statistic called typical seasonal i~dex, T5I ( Mason,
1983, p. 219 - 220 )4 Th~ procedures fer computing the
SSI ~d the TS1 are as follow:
.Firstly, .w€ calc ula te the cen tere d 12-month movLa g
av.erage of .e a c .h observation. hence w€ d\Sr ive t h.e My ·.
Next, ~e divide the original o~servations by the My and
multiply them by 100 i.n order to prod uce the 5SI. To
calculate the TSI, we sort the 5SI for each month;
eliminate the ex~reme values in each mo~t~ ( the maximum
and the minimum) in oId€r ~o~ to include the irregular
variatio.ns. Then ,we compute1:he a ver aq e va Lue for each
month, and multiply it by 100; the result~g figure is
4)
called non-mod~fied TSI_ At this point, .we wil~ havE 12
figures each representing one month. To achieve t.he
modified TSI, we adjus.t tie figures so that t.he sum of
the m is -eg ua 1 to 12 (J() •
Sea s o na 1 indice s ha ve man y us e s ., For ex amp.le, one
can use it to predict tbe sales or the fIices of a
specific commodity, or to adjust time s~ries data in
ord€r to find its trend and cycle. ReadErs who are
interested can find further reading in any elementaIY
business statis~ics text_
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APPENDIX II
GCCDNESS OF F~T ~EST
Goodness of Fit Test ( GOF ) is a t e s t wnich util-
izes the Cbi-square distribution to test wnethex data
from a sampLe are compatible with a .hypothesis that t.bey
~ere drawn from a population that follows a specific
functional form Daniel, 1983, p , 378 i , 1he general
form of the .null .hyp.othesis is ( Blank, 1980, p. 410 )
Ho : sample is from a specific distribution.
and, ±he alternative .hypothesis is :
na : sampl~ is not from a specific
distr ibu t i.o n,
Any distribution can be tested, regar~l~ss of
whether i~ is binonial, Poisson, normal, or it is
developed by the sta tisticia.n ( Blank, 1980, p., 410) •
i= I Ei
where ~ is an obsEIved frequency.
statisti.cal t.heory says t..hat the quantity
k 2
[ ( O· E. )1 [
Eiis an exp~cted frequency.
is distribut€d approximately as Chi-square as t.be sample
size gets laxger ( Blank; 1980, p. 411 ). T.he degrees of
freedom for the Chi-s.guare is equal to k-r-1, "here k is
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the sample size, r is the number of p a r a ne t .ers of the
hypoth€sized distribution being es~imated from the
sample data ( Blank, 1980, p.4~' ). To accomplish the
test, one specifies a set of k mutually exclusive
categories a nd notes the observedfreq uency of occurance
o f th€ sample values in each category. Then on~ us~s
the properties of tbe distribution from ~bich ~e
~ypothesize that the sample was drawn to find the
expected frequency of each category. Finally we
calculate .th e d i f f.e.r e nc e s .be,t.ween the observed and the
expected frequenies ( Daniel., 1983, p,.378 ) ,.
For examp1e, if one proposes t~at there is no
seasonal p atnt.er n in t h.e freig.ht ra te , .hEnce the monthly
freig..ht indices should be egual. Each freig.ht index
should net differ statis±ically from the annual averagE
of the overall freight index. It is necessary to
calculate t~e annual average of the fIe~gbt index and
find the differences between it and the actual values,
and use tbe di fferences for tbe Chi-square test :
k~ . - 2L (Il) ~ Ij )
i-t I j
where ~jis the actual freight index in the montb
i of th-e y,ear j ,.
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I J is the ann ua L m,ean of the freigh t in d e x
in the year j.
In the above case th~ d€gree of freedom is k-m-1, wbere
m is the nuDLber of years being ohs-er ve d.•
One might wondeL why one does ~ot directly pOSe
the hypo~hesis that there is a seasonal fattern in the
freight rate. In doing so, one .has to calculate every
1SI for each month for each observation, t.hus m will ~~
equal to the number of the observation and the degree of
freedom will be egual to -1, as m = k.
Testing the GOF for the second hypot.hesis that .t.he
seasonal pat±ern is stabl~ is different from above. In
this case, one assumes that tbe freigbt rate has a
unigue distribution ~itb a set of twelve parameters, . ~ be
ISIs. Since our sample si2e is the entiLe data
collected, thoug.h m is equal to 12, we still have plenty
of degrees of lreedom to utilize.
Ezo a the TSI, we calculate t.h ,e expected freight
index for each month ~y multiplying the annual freight
index with the 151,. The di.fference .te±ween t.be expected
freight index and the actual freight index will then be
use in the GOP.•
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where L : isIJ
2[. )
I)
E··IJ
the actual freig~t index of the
month i in the year j_
E·· is the e x oect.ed freight index of t.he:J .r:-
month i in the year j_
Again we will have k- 25 degree of freedom as w.e use
24 pe r a ae t.e r s from the data, 12 for the annual av.erage
and ano±her 12 Ior the computing of TSI.
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APPEND.IX .III.A
THE VOYAGE .CHABTE.E .FRE.IGHT .INCEX
FR = actual freight index.
551 = specific seasona~ index.
T51 = typical freigbt index.
M = annual average freight index.
EFR = expected freight index ( M.TS1 )~
MOll th TSI Month T51 Month .!51
01 99.• 03 05 101.16 09 98_14
02 98.03 06 100.60 10 101.47
OJ 9.9.66 01 S)1.81 11 1OJ.• 73
04 100·.. 15 08 96 .. 18 12 102. 1 0
Year M = 81
--
Month F.R ElFR 551 Month FE EFR SS.I
01 101 80 ..21 01 12 79 .. 27 90.61
02 9·6 19...96 08 1.3 11.91 95.1'6
03 87 8Q...12 09 15 7.9 ..98 100 .. 39
04 81 81,.12 10 14 82.19 10' .43
05 8J 82 ..42 11 15 84.0:2 10:.12
06 14 81.49 12 70 82.10 99·.29
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lea.!: 1972 = 74
Month FH E..FH 55.I Month .FR E..FB 55.I
01 68 73428 96 ,.91 07 70 72 '442 :91_85
02 6.9 73 ..05 :98.6.9 08 69 714 17 86 .. 43
03 66 73.• 75 9 ij_ 5 1 09 77 73.07 91_ 62
04 66 74_ 11 .9 3.5.6 10 90 75.0.9 10 O. 84
05 67 75430 93.22 11 90 76'476 94.32
06 68 74444 92.52 12 94 75 ..54 92.19
Yeal;: 1..973 = 161
Month FH EPH 55I Month FH EFR 55.I
01 10.9 159 ..44 10 On 61 07 144 157.57 86.53
02 115 158..34 100.00 08 155 154.• 85 88,.. 0.9
03 121 160445 98,.37 09 183 158... 97 98,.70
04 136 16".. 24 102.• 54 10 215 1,63 ..37 110.47
05 145 163.83 ~01.13 1 1 223 167 ..00 110.17
06 147 1,61.97 .94.81 12 241 164.38 115.. 06
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YeM 1974 = 218
Month FR EFR 55.I Month FR EFR 55.I
01 235 215.88 109.• 54 07 205 213.36 95.36
02 218 215.• 2'1 99.17 08 20.3 209.67 96.• 88
03 245 217.• 5,.6 109.9.9 09 205 215.25 100,.92
04 233 218_ 33 104.29 10 209 221.20 100.68
05 235 221.84 105.64 11 20,6 226.13 10.9 .• ..33
06 226 21.9.31 102.84 12 193 222.58 . 106.82
Year 1975 = 142~-
Month FR E.£R 55.I Month .FB EFR 551
o1 168 140.• 62 96.• 48 07 134 138,• .97 95,.51
02 155 140.18 92.28 08 12,6 1315.57 91..89
03 154 141.52 95,.28 09 130 140.21 96.86
04 151 142.• 21 97.13 10 136 144.09 103.09
05 1.37 144.50 9,..59 11 138 147.30 105.44
06 139 142.85 .96.30 12 135 144.98 103.35
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Ye,g£ 1976 = 134
11 on th PR EFR SSI Month FE EE R SSI
01 129 132470 98472 07 138 131 414 102.66
02 118 132_ 28 85.85 08 138 128.88 101·.91 .
03 121 i133,.54 .91..46 09 141 132.31 103. 11
04 129 134.20 96.96 10 143 13 5 497 104,.03
05 134 136.5.6 100.34 11 143 138• .99 104.. 0:9
06 ~3:6 134.80 101.52 12 140 1136.• 81 102.22
Year 1977 = 133
~
Month FR EER SS.I Month FR EPR 5S..!
o1 135 131.7' 98.• 90 07 132 130'417 97.• 87
02 136 131.30 100.09 08 129 127.92 .96.18
03 135 132.55 99.94 09 131 13'.32 98_74
04 '13 2 133.• 20 .98.29 10 134 134.95 1'01.47
05 129 135'434 96.• 54 11 136 137.96 103.73
06 131 133.80 98.43 12 134 135,.79 102.10
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Yea];: 1978 :;:: 140
Month FH EPR 551 Month PH E·FR 55I
01 134 138.64 99_23 07 137 137402 57.56
02 133 138.• 21 98.03 08 139 134.65 58.32
03 134 139.52 98416 09 141 138.23 98.• 66
04 135 140.21 98.36 10 142 142.06 98407
05 146 142.4.6 107. 15 1 1 14.9 145.• 22 10 t, 71
06 138 140.84 99.• 04 12 150 142 • .94 '00_ 67
Year 1979 = 179
~
Month PH E.FR 551 Month -PH EF.B 5S1
01 144 177.26 94 .• 04 07 196 175. 19 i08..19
02 146 176.71 92-.57 08 190 172.16 102.19
03 158 178.39 97.33 09 201 17.6.74 105.39
04 156 179.• 27 93_ 20 10 20.3 181463 103.03
05 168 182.• 15 97.• 51 11 206 185466 !1--u 2 . 9 4
06 178 180.07 10 0.6.3 12 203 182.• 76 .99435
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leaf: 1980 = 213
Month FR EFR 55I Month FB EFR 55I
01 194 210.94 93.89 07 203 208.46 .94,.58
02 210 210.• 27 101.14 08 207 20-4.• 86 .95.68
03 209 212.27 QOO.32 0.9 201 210.31 92_ 1:2
04 217 213.32 104.14 10 204 216,.13 94 .. 13
05 221 216.75 105.59 11 227 220.94 105.44
06 226 214,.28 106.73 12 241 217,.47 112·.92
19~f: 1981 = 196
Month FR EFR 55! Month FR EFR 5S.I
01 215 194.10 105• .9-6 07 201 191.82 104. 10
02 220 193.49 104.60 08 177 188.53 93.• 98
03 215 195.33 102.95 09 179 193.53 97.19
04 240 196,.29 98,.65 10 177 198_88 97.72
05 200 199.• 45 98,.22 11 178 203..31 9.9_ 53
0-6 202 197.17 101.72 12 169 200.11 9.6.• 09
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Ye~.£ 1982 = 159
Month FR EFR 55I Month FB EER 55I
01 165 215.88 96.02 07 147 155.61 .92,. 79
02 166 215,.21 98,.66 08 145 152.96 .91 .. 84
03 16.9 217.56 10 i, 98 09 150 151,.00 95,.14
04 177 218.33 108.32 10 151 161.33 .9 6,.05
05 172 221.84 10;6.6LJ 11 153 16LJ.93 97,.40
0·6 159 159.95 9.9.66 12 152 162.34 9L15
Yea!: 1983 = 170
l10nth ER E.FE 55.I l1pnth F.B EFR 55~
01 155 168.35 96,.75 07 180 166.•38 105,.21
02 163 167.82 100.15 08 173 163.50 10 0.• 43
03 167 169.42 101,.44 09 167 167_86 36,.58
04 168 170.25 101 ,.20 10 1.67 172.. 50 96_ 11
05 178 172 • .99 106.1~ 1 1 176 176.•34 100.95
06 177 171.02 104.45 12 173 173_ 57 99 .. 45
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AP PEN D.lX ILL B
THE TIME CHAR~ER ERE~GHT INDEX
FR = actual f r-eigb t inde x.
551 = sp~cific seasonal index.
T5I = typical freig~t index.
M = annual averag€ freight index.
EFR = expected freight index ( M·. T5I ).
Monith T51 Month T5I ~onth T5I
01 100.00 05 104.34 09 37452
02 95.86 06 103.• 03 10 100,.66
03 109,.57 07 95.73 11 103.41
04 104.71 08 82,.34 12 102,.83
Year 1971 M = 104
Month .PH EFR 55I Month FE EJf1i 551
01 124 104.00 07 9.6 99.• 56 93.24
02 122 99.69 08 97 85_63 :97-..04
0.3 123 113.'95 09 90 101.42 .92.42
04 123 108,.89 10 85 104.68 89.28
05 117 108.54 11 82 107,.54 88.05
06 114 107.15 12 80 106.94 87.lf7
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Yea.,£ 1972 M = 02
Month FE EER 55.I Month FR E.fR SSI
01 ·6 8 102.00 97.94 07 9.9 .97.64 94,.58
02 69 97.78 94.26 08 69 83.99 62·.47
03 66 111.• 76 10.9.75 09 105 9_9.47 89.77
04 66 106.80 104.72 10 127 102.67 102.11
05 67 106.43 98.• 43 11 132 105,.48 9.9.22
06 68 105.09 97.16 12 134 104.89 94.~4
Year 1973 M = 21
Month FE E.iR 55..! Month FE EFR 55..!
01 151 221.00 99.42 07 214 211.56 94.. 36
02 162 211 .• 85 101.0.9 08 155 181.97 64 • .90
03 177 242_ 15 103.71 09 269 215.52 107~35
04 195 231,.4.9 105.81 10 290 222.46 110.69
05 203 230.59 102.• 09 11 318 228.53 116 .. 80
Oti 211 227.69 98_ 7 3 12 305 227 ... 25 109 .. 07
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Year 1974 M = ~9 4
Month F.R EEH 551 Mon th F.R E.FR 55I
01 294 294.• 00 103.40 07 262 281.44 89.93
02 308 281 .83 106.82 08 203 242·_ 08 71.32
03 313 322. 13 107.• 10 09 205 28-6.71 114.32
04 333 307.45 112.82 10 20.9 295• .94 118.98
05 311 .306,_ 76 105.• 17 1 1 206 304 .• 02 120.• 85
06 278 302.• 91 94.41 12 1.9 3 302.3:2 \1 19 . 8 1
I.§.S£ 1975 M = 71
Month FH EFR 55I Month FH E.FR 55I
01 236 171_00 102.. 64 07 146 163.69 87·.21
02 205 163._92 92_ 39 08 126 140.80 77.515
03 1.98 187.36 9.3.43 09 153 166...56 .97.30
04 189 179.05 95·.09 10 161 112.13 104.26
05 158 178,.42 84.• 66 11 168 176,_ 83 1 08.91
06 143 176.18 81_34 12 165 175-84 105.12
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Yea£ 1976 M = 72
Month FE EEB 55I i'1onth FE E.FE 55I
01 158 172.00 98.57 07 181 164.• 65 104 .. 95
02 144 164.88 88.15 08 138 141.62 79 •. 23
03 154 188.% 93.81 09 187 167.73 106.53
04 165 180.10 98.77 10 196 173.13 111 •• t42
05 178 179.46 105.09 11 189 177.8.b 107.82
06 '88 177.21 109. 94 12 183 'i 16.87 105.50
Year 1977 M = 62
-,---
I10nth FR ElFR 55I .Month FE EFR 55I
01 175 1,62 .• 00 102 .. 16 07 158 155.08 97,.43
02 168 1~5,.0 ;29 98·.84 08 129 ·~33.39 79.36
03 163 177.50 96.88 09 155 157,.98 94.80
04 165 169.63 99 .. 60 10 166 , 63. 07 100.53
05 163 169.03 99.59 11 171 167.52 ,102.04
06 1-59 1~6._ 91 97.82 12 174 166.58 101.78
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1.§~.£ 1.978 M = 90
Month FR E.FR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 175 1.90.00 100.• 29 07 196 181.89 102 .. 13
02 177 1a2413 100.28 08 139 156.44 71442
03 177 208.18 99.• 02 09 199 185_ 29 100 .. 72
04 190 198.95 104.20 10 208 91.25 103 .. 52
05 197 198.24 106.56 11 211 96.48 103.05
06 206 195.75 109.04 12 210 95.38 99 ... 84
1.§~.£ 1979 11 = 16
I10nth FR E.FR SSI Month FE EloB SS.I
01 211 276.00 96.84 07 297 264_ 21 105.58
02 206 264.57 90,.28 08 285 227.26 97.75
03 219 302.41 92400 09 290 269.• 15 .95.7Q
04 228 28:9.00 .92.56 10 316 277.82 9.9.81
05 251 287.88 .97 .. 65 11 360 285.41 108,.86
06 286 284.• 36 106,.05 12 364 28.3'481 10.6.. 03
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Yea~ 1980 M = 81
Month FR EER 551 Month FE EFR 55.1
01 336 381.00 95407 07 405 364.73 105.50
02 327 365.23 90.• 30 08 386 313.71 99.. 25
03 373 417.46 100.78 09 381 371.55 .97.25
04 400 398_94 106437 10 367 383.51 93.83
05 418 397.53 110.40 11 371 393.99 95..511
0.6 421 392·.54 110.70 12 393 391_78 102.19
1.§£ 1981 M = 33
Mo.nth FR E.PB 55.I Month FR EFR 55.I
01 393 3.33.00 103451 07 333 318.• 78 101_ 87
02 391 319.21 104_ 80 08 300 274.1 S 95•. 88
03 377 364.87 103.14 09 285 324,.74 95. 10
04 381 348.68 106.71 10 260 335 ..20 90.03
05 372 347.45 106.• 79 11 26:9 334.35 96.• 40
06 375 343.09 110• .67 12 2.fJ 7 342.• 42 .99 . 80
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Y.ea];: 1982 M = 04
Month .FR E~R 55I Month FR EFR 55I
01 232 204.00 91.28 07 173 195.23 85.43
02 216 195.55 89.44 08 156 167.97 78.32
03 235 223.52 101.93 09 166 198.94 84.58
04 262 213.61 117.97 10 176 205_34 91.29
05 257 212.85 11.9.79 1 1 172 210.95 .91_ 12
06 214 210.18 103.19 12 192 209.77 103.20
Year 1.983 M = 91
-~
Month FR E.FR 55I Month FR EFB 55I
01 190 191 .• 00 102.38 07 181 182.84 94.• 9il
02 178 183.09 95.35 08 174 157.27 91.. 54
03 203 209.28 108.• 00 09 179 186._ 26 .94.46
04 211 199.• 99 111_71 10 185 192.. 26 98,.32
05 211 199.29 110.. 8 6 11 198 197.51 106.31
06 195 196.79 101.91 12 190 196.• 40 103.05
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APPENDIX .lII.C
THE ULec £ VLCC FREIGHT INDEX
FR = actual freigbt index.
SSI = specific seasonal index.
TSI = typical freig~t index.
M = annual average freight index.
EER = expected freight in~ex ( M.TSI ) •
Month TS.I Month TSI Mcnth iSI
01 95434 05 90.• 19 0.9 115... 20
02 84.31 06 93. ,65 10 110.7£
03 90.• 67 07 99.• 50 11 113.• 14
04 86.58 08 107.74 12 112'474
Yea!: 1974 M = 60
Month FE E.IR SSI l10nth FE RFR 55.I
01 96 57,.20 '4 07 4..6 5.9.70 80.94
02 72 50.58 ". 08 46 64.64 89.• 39
03 74 54440 09 46 69.12 97.96
04 59 51.95 10 71 ·66 44 5 165.60
05 65 54411 11 40 67.88 102 .. 34
06 70 5641.9 12 35 67.64 9.9.. 52
6)
Yea~ 1975 M = 22
Month FR EFH 55I .Month FE EFR 55I
01 20 20,.97 61-46 07 2.9 21.89 99.• 50
02 19 18455 60.96 08 30 23.70 107 .. 74
03 1.9 19 • .95 63.77 09 29 25.34 115,.20
04 16 19,.05 5.9.53 10 18 24,.36 110.• 76
05 17 -1 9 . 8 4 71.33 11 20 24,.89 113. 1 4
06 24 20.60 107.26 12 20 24.80 112.74
Year 1976 M = 2.9
----.
Month FR EFH 55.I Month FH E.FB 55.I
o1 22 27,.65 86,.41 07 30 28.85 103 .. 75
02 27 24.45 105.46 08 31 31.. 24 107.05
03 24 26.29 93... 96 09 28 33.41 96•. 43
04 2.9 25 .. 11 ~11.54 10 30 32.12 103.30
05 32 26 .. 15 118 ..33 1 1 33 32.• 81 115.96
06 25 27.1.6 88.75 12 34 32 .. 70 12l.. 97
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Year 1977 M = 25
Month FR EFR SS.I Month FR EFR S S.I.
o, 26 23,.83 95.12 07 22 24.87 89.49
02 24 21.08 8:9.86 08 24 26. :93 9.9.. 14
03 2.9 22.66 110,. E5 09 23 28.80 97 .. 18
04 24 21.-.6 4 93.05 10 25 27.69 108•• 50
05 23 22.54 90_64 11 28 28.• 28 123.30
06 20 23.41 80.00 12 30 28.18 1132.60
Year 1978 M = 29
Mon±h FR E.FR SSI Month FH EF B SSI
01 20 27.65 87,.59 07 26 28... 85 88 .. 26
02 21 24 .. 45 90.16 08 31 31.24 103.48
03 21 26_ 29 78.75 09 36 33... 41 115...97
04 19 25.1~ 74.5~ 10 45 32.12 136.71
05 20 26.15 73,.39 1 1 50 32_ 81 144•..93
06 21 27.16 73.47 12 40 32 .. 6.9 110 .. 47
Yea!: 1979 M = 47
Month F.B E.ER SSI Mont.h FR EER SSI
01 31 44.• 81 79.40 07 71 46 ,.76 147.53
02 22 39.62 52.54 08 54 50.64 it 09,.27
03 44 42,.61 100.86 09 55 54_14 111.11
04 39 40.69 87.07 10 54 52.06 110.58
05 38 42.39 8.3.82 11 54 53.17 111.. 63
06 44 44.01 :94.79 12 62 52.99 129,. 16
Year 1980 M :: 37
..----
Month FR E.ER 551 Month .FR E.FB 5SI
01 50 35.27 108·.20 07 32 36.• 81 87.97
02 34 3~.19 78 .• 08 08 29 39.86 81 .. 88
03 34 33,.75 81 ,. 19 09 40 42.62 114.42
04 33 32 .. 03 81 .. 73 10 33 40 • .98 .95.• 42
05 33 33.37 84,.. 61 11 42 41 .• 86 122.. 03
0·6 40 34.65 105.84 12 45 41.71 131.• 87
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Yea£. 1981 M = 28
Month FH E..FH SS.I tlonth FH E.FR SSI
o 1 33 26.69 98.• 50 07 24 27 .. 86 87"67
02 28 23·.60 84.• 63 08 27 .30. 16 10". 5 7
03 29 25.• 39 8:9.34 09 27 32.. 5-6 104.35
04 29 24.24 91.94 10 24 31.01 95.2\1
05 33 25 .. 25 108.34 11 25 31 .•.68 1p1.87
06 33 26.• 22 114-.62 12 22 31.57 92.. 6.3
Year 1982 M = 26
Month FR EPB. SS.I Month FR EFR SS.I
01 22 24.79 94.• 28 07 24 25... 87 88,.48
02 20 2".92 84.56 08 32 28.01 113. 1 1
03 20 23.57 81..49 09 46 29 .. 95 159.• 77
04 22 22_ 51 81.27 ~o 28 28.79 96·.27
05 24 23.• 45 93.• 05 11 28 29 .. 41 StD •• 27
06 23 24.35 88,.32 12 25 29 ..31 85.. 96
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Year 1983 i1 = J1
-----,--
Month FR E.fR 55.I Month FR EFR 55.I
01 45 29.55 153.62 07 29 30,.84 96 .. 27
02 25 26.~3 84.51 08 34 33_ 40 115,.91
03 27 28,. 11 92,.04 09 38 35.71 128.81
04 22 26.84 75. 11 10 35 34.33 1 16,.50
05 24 27.56 80,.56 11 33 35.07 107.. 46
06 23 2.9.03 93.65 12 35 34.. 95 106_ 19
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APPENDIX .Ill.D
THE MED~UM S~ZE CRUDE CAR~~ERS FRE~GHT INDEX
FR = actual freig1t i~dex.
SSI = specific seasonal index.
~SI = typical freight index.
t1 = annu a l average f~eig.h t index.•
E.FR = expected freight index ( M·.TSI ).
Mo nt.h TSI Month TSI Month TS1
,01 105,.49 05 95.70 09 98·.92
02 94.• 61 06 98. 12 10 101.67
03 .96.• 69 07 101.30 11 108_ 09
04 89.69 08 95.32 12 114.• 38
Year 1974 M = 86
Month FE E.FR SS.I Month FR EFR SS.I
01 128 90.• 72 07 67 87,.12 80.80
02 104 81.36 08 64 81.97 83.21
03 109 8.3. 15 '. 09 71 85.07 99.5.9
04 91 77.• 13 10 87 87.43 1132.07
05 91 82_30 11 61 92.96 100.00
Oil 102 84.38 12 .61 98.36 108.. 77
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Year 1975 M = 43
Month FR E.ER 55.I Month FR EFR 55.I
01 46 45.• 36 86.38 07 57 43.56 132 .. .94
02 42 40.68 80.• 77 08 44 40.98 1 0 2~ 62
03 36 41,.57 71. 58 09 50 42.• 53 115.61
04 34 38.56 71.64 10 40 43..72 91_ 08
05 31 41. 15 6.9.40 11 41 46.48 .90•.69
06 44 42.1.9 101.44 12 50 49... 18 107.. 53
Year 1976 M = 51
Month FR E.ER 551 Month FR EFR 551
o1 45 53.80 96.00 . 07 58 51.66 113.08
02 43 48.25 90.• 92 08 53 48.61 101•. .60
03 44 49.31 .92.39 09 49 50.• 45 92 ••38
04 42 45.41 87.42 10 51 51.85 94.• 88
05 5-4 48.81 109.83 1 1 57 55.12 106_ 05
06 52 5 O. 04 103.• 22 12 63 58.33 119.15
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Ye2~ 1977 M = 47
Month PR EER 55.I Month FE. E.FB 551
01 54 4 9~58 104~43 07 43 47~61 91M 57
02 55 44.• 46 108.73 08 41 44 .. 80 88_ 81
03 53 45_44 1 06 ~ 4 4 09 42 46...49 92..90
04 50 42 .. 15 101 ... 69 10 43 47.78 96 .. 45
05 46 44_98 :95,.01 11 47 50.~ 80 105.. 52
06 39 46_ 11 81.89 12 54 53 ,_ 76 120_ 11
1.§,g.f 1978 M = 64
Month FR E'FR 55.I Mon±h FH El'R 55.I
01 47 67_51 103.30 07 49 64... 83 7 4._ ~5
02 43 60.55 91.98 08 65 61.00 92•.41
03 42 .61_88 86.30 09 64 63 .. 3~ 84 ..35
04 46 57.42 8:9~ 10 10 92 65.07 114•.28
05 4.9 6~_25 85.90 1 1 128 69.n8 151.. 93
06 46 62.80 73.• :94 12 97 73_20 108.. 03
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Yea!: 197.9 M = 118
Month FR EFR 55I r10n th FE E.FR 55-I
01 97 124.78 99.61 07 150 11.9.• 53 ~26~23
02 95 , 11.• 64 91.23 08 126 112.48 105.. 36
03 119 114,.09 10.9.• 09 09 122 116. 72 103.10
04 84 105.83 74_ 44 10 124 119__ 97 105•..64
05 101 112 ,.92 88.24 11 135 127.54 115.• 80
Ol6 127 115 .. 78 109·.21 12 134 134.97 117.. 59
Year 1980 M = 84
Mon.th .FR Ei'B 55I Month .F.R E.FB 55I
01 121 88.6n 111_3.9 07 ,65 85,.09 78•. 5.9
02 8:9 79.47 87.00 08 59 80.07 73•. 67
03 95 81.22 98.02 09 60 83.09 77 .. 05
04 85 75.• 34 92.43 10 67 85.• 40 88•. 89
05 81 80.39 92.22 11 93 .90.79 126•. .9-6
06 84 82.42 98_48 12 115 96.08 161 •. 78
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Yea!: 1~81 11 = 56
Month PR EFR SS.I .Month PR EPR SS.I
01 78 59.07 112.77 07 24 27.8.6 87.67
02 69 52.98 101.91 08 27 30.16 101.57
03 63.• 54.14 94.85 09 27 32.56 104 .. 35
04 56 50.22 86.04 10 24 31.01 95_ 21
05 59 53.59 94.59 11 25 31 • .68 101.. 87
06 54 54.95 93,.03 12 22 31..57 92.. 63
Yell 1982 M = 49
Month PH EFR SS.I l10nth PR EFB SS.I
01 51 51,.69 105,. 50 07 52 49.64 105... 39
02 45 46.5<6 92.46 08 48 46.• 71 96 .• 72
03 4.6 47.38 93.80 09 49 48.47 98.33
04 47 43,.95 95.27 10 53 4.9.• 82 106.. 09
05 50 46,.8:.9 100.50 1 1 52 52.• .9.6 103•. 74
06 50 48·.08 100.67 12 50 56.04 .99 ..50
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l~£!: 1983 M = 53
Month FH E::F R SS.I Month FR E.!B SS.1
01 52 55.91 102 • .97 07 58 53.69 108.. 58
02 48 50. 14 93_ 35 08 64 50.52 117.. 79
03 48 51.24 91428 09 61 52.42 109.. 74
04 48 47453 90442 10 53 53.88 93 .. 53
05 53 50.72 9.9.84 11 52 57.. 29 90 .. 76
06 50 52,.00 ':94.12 12 51 60.62 88 __ 12
APPENDIX III. E
THE SMALL SIZE CRUDE CARRIERS FREIGHT INDEX
FR = actual freight index.
SSI = specific seasonal index.
TSI = typical freight index.
M = annual average freight index.
EFR = expected freight index ( M.TSI ) .
Month TSI Month TSI Month TSI
01 101.68 05 98.92 09 98.64
02 98.40 06 99.36 10 98.95
03 96.48 07 92.88 11 114.80
04 89.21 08 92.06 12 118. 6 1
1.llJ: 1974 M = 133
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 174 135.23 07 100 123.53 78.03
02 168 130.87 08 90 122.44 75.52
03 178 128.32 09 109 131.19 99.39
04 163 118.65 10 123 131 .60 122.54
05 143 131.56 11 106 152.64 114.23
06 140 132.1.5 12 98 157.75 113.18
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Y.e.ar: 1975 M = 70
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 66 71.17 79.82 07 79 65.01 112.79
02 60 68.88 73.92 08 72 64.44 101.41
03 58 67.53 73. 18 09 81 69.05 111.98
04 60 62.45 79.03 10 71 69.26 96.98
05 64 69.24 88.43 11 73 80.26 98.09
06 70 69.55 99.35 12 85 83.03 111 .66
I.e..ar: 1976 M = 82
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 69 83.38 89.41 07 83 76.16 100.60
02 80 80.69 103.00 08 80 75.49 94.12
03 70 79.11 89.89 09 78 80.88 89.40
04 69 73.15 88.37 10 79 81 • 14 89.39
05 84 81 . 11 106.05 11 92 94.13 103.61
06 91 81.47 112.63 12 104 97.26 117.90
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Y.e...al: 1977 M = 85
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 91 86.43 104.00 07 79 78.95 93.81
02 118 83.64 135.44 08 75 78.25 91 .55
03 86 82.01 98.99 09 77 83.84 96.35
04 80 75.83 92.35 10 74 84. 11 93.08
05 83 84.08 96.46 11 83 97.58 104.62
06 78 84.45 91 .45 12 95 100.82 119.81
I.u.r. 1978 M = 108
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 74 109.81 92.74 07 88 100.31 78.25
02 80 106.27 98.31 08 104 99.42 85.95
03 76 104.20 90.83 09 103 106.53 79.08
04 80 96.35 91.60 10 136 106.87 98.31
05 79 106.83 82.90 11 212 123.98 145.87
06 81 107.31 77.70 12 181 128.10 115.78
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Y.e...a.r. 1979 M = 217
Month FR EFR SSI tvlonth FR EFR SSI
01 185 220.65 109.39 07 233 201.55 107.21
02 174 213.53 96.98 08 206 199.77 94.84
03 204 209.36 107.81 09 236 214.05 109.87
04 146 193.58 73.61 10 222 214.72 104.14
05 181 214.65 88.67 11 265 249.11 125.32
06 243 215.61 114. 91 12 304 257.38 148.29
~ 1980 M = 146
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 203 148.45 104. 15 07 107 135.60 75.31
02 153 143.66 82.42 08 109 134.41 79.73
03 167 140.86 94.98 09 98 144.01 74.10
04 144 130.25 86.94 10 115 144.47 90.55
05 142 144.42 90.1~ 11 178 167.61 144.57
06 127 145.06 84.74 12 207 173.17 172.02
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~ 1981 M = 89
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 113 90.49 96.24 07 69 82.66 79.01
02 114 87.57 99.89 08 68 81 .93 80.55
03 99 85.87 88.69 09 79 87.79 96.59
04 86 79.40 78.78 10 75 88.06 93.41
05 107 88.04 103.55 11 78 102.17 99.10
06 95 88.43 101.11 12 82 105.56 106.55
1lll: 1982 M = 78
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 79 79.31 103.32 07 74 72.44 94.82
02 78 76.75 101 .46 08 73 71 .81 92.94
03 74 15.25 96.15 09 76 76.94 96.40
04 73 69.58 94.40 10 87 77.18 109.32
05 82 77.16 104.79 11 88 89.54 109.83
06 78 77.50 99.52 12 75 92.51 93.50
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~.r. 1983 M = 82
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 86 83.38 107.11 07 79 76.16 96.24
02 75 80.68 92.35 08 90 75.49 108.05
03 84 79.11 101 .87 09 89 80.88 105.69
04 81 73.15 98.23 10 74 81.14 87.19
05 87 81 . 11 106.56 11 76 94.13 88.85
06 75 81.47 92.31 12 83 97.26 96.04
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APPENDIX IILF
THE HANDY SIZE CRUDE CARRIERS FREIGHT INDEX
FR = actual freight index.
SSI = specific seasonal index.
TSI = typical freight index.
M = annual average freight index.
EFR = expected freight index ( M.TSI ).
Month TSI Month TSI Month TSI
01 103.96 05 95.30 09 99.29
02 101.81 06 97.61 10 100.89
03 101.65 07 92.07 11 110.77
04 88.96 08 92.53 12 115.16
~ 1974 M = 177
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 221 184.01 07 147 162.96 85.34
02 198 180.20 08 130 163.78 79.81
03 220 179.92 09 143 175.74 93.44
04 222 157.46 10 161 178.57 113.45
05 189 168.68 11 151 196.06 114.28
06 197 172.77 12 148 203.83 119.31
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~..r: 1975 M = 101
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 101 105.00 85.35 07 105 92.99 105.13
02 93 102.83 80.69 08 98 93.45 97.63
03 89 102.66 78.88 09 117 100.28 115.08
04 86 89.85 78.33 10 114 101.90 112.18
05 90 96.25 85.07 11 102 111. 88 100.29
06 102 98.58 100.12 12 103 116.31 100.12
.Y..e..ar: 1976 M = 109
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 98 113. 31 95.18 07 98 100.35 90.91
02 108 110.97 105. 11 08 100 100.86 89.99
03 105 110.80 102.65 09 104 108.22 91. 23
04 104 96.96 67.87 10 112 109.97 96.10
05 112 103.88 106.64 11 117 120.74 98.84
06 111 106.39 106.05 12 147 125.52 124.27
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~.r: 1977 M = 121
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 129 125.79 108.71 07 112 111.40 92.43
02 157 123.19 131 .06 08 113 111. 96 95.06
03 125 122.99 103.55 09 113 120. 14 96.75
04 110 107.64 90.81 10 113 102.08 96.48
05 112 115.31 91.96 11 132 134.03 112.18
06 106 118.11 86.91 12 136 139.34 115.46
~ 1978 M = 152
Month FR EFR SSI Month' FR EFR SSI
01 121 158.02 102.14 07 127 139.94 80.02
02 110 154.75 91 .32 08 146 140.64 84.39
03 122 154.51 98.65 09 157 150.92 83.31
04 121 135.32 95.27 10 149 153.35 74.30
05 114 144.85 84.60 11 282 168.37 133.94
06 107 148.36 72.99 12 270 175.04 119.84
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~.r 1979 M = 332
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 278 345.18 114.48 07 329 305.67 99.13
02 296 338.01 114.04 08 345 307.20 104.23
03 307 337.47 111.01 09 366 329.64 111 • 09
04 226 295.34 76.40 10 402 334.95 121 .65
05 249 316.39 79.67 11 431 367.75 129.59
06 326 324.06 100.25 12 424 382.33 128.42
~.aJ: 1980 M = 232
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 285 241 • 19 88.88 07 177 213.60 77.60
02 268 236.30 87.08 08 187 214.67 84.65
03 298 235.83 101.37 09 193 230.35 91 .09
04 259 206.39 93.47 10 170 234.06 84.56
05 267 221 .09 103.39 11 211 256.98 110.49
06 250 226.45 103.92 12 219 267.17 120.77
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li.ar: 1981 M = 145
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 191 150.74 109.40 07 125 133.50 87.49
02 190 147.62 111 .87 08 125 134. 17 90.44
03 159 147.39 96.73 09 124 143.97 92.25
04 138 128.99 86.27 10 133 146.29 100.34
05 146 138.18 93.96 11 138 160.61 104.97
06 140 141.53 94.17 12 131 166.98 100.32
ll.a.r: 1982 M = 129
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 140 134.11 107.48 07 127 118.77 98.26
02 129 131.33 99.23 08 117 119.36 90.99
03 129 131.13 99.17 09 134 128.08 104.65
04 123 114.76 94.58 10 122 130.15 95.06
05 135 122.94 104.31 11 134 142.89 104.62
06 130. 125.92 100.48 12 134 148.55 105.86
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~.I: 1983 M = 124
Month FR EFR SSI Month FR EFR SSI
01 134 128.91 106.95 07 116 114.17 93.83
02 119 126.24 95.16 08 122 114.74 97.92
03 126 126.04 100.70 09 131 123.12 104.07
04 133 110.31 106.29 10 125 125.10 98.98
05 119 118 .17 95.58 11 116 137.35 91.76
06 110 121.03 88.95 12 132 142.80 104.14
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